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What's better than one ghost story? Three TRUE ghost stories!Are you afraid of things that go

"bump" in the night? Myabe you should be!All previously released short books, Three True Tales of

Terror is the collection of three of Rebecca Patrick-Howardâ€™s personal, true hauntings accounts.

The ghost story collection is newly edited with updates and new photographs for the

stories.Â FOUR MONTHS OF TERRORÂ A single mother, a child, and one terrifying house...In

1990, a single mother and her 10-year-old daughter moved into an old house in a quiet central

Kentucky town. Their excitement of living in a piece of history fades, however, as they slowly

become convinced there's something malevolent in the walls of their rental property. From the

ghostly footsteps at night to the splatters of blood they wake up to on their sheets each morning, it

becomes quite evident that they aren'tÂ alone...Â Although they only lived in the house for four

months, for a child it was a time of chilling terror that she would never forget. In this short tale,

Rebecca calls upon her child's memory to recollect the experiences that still haunt her today.Â A

SUMMER OF FEARShe should have followed her instincts about the old job and farm

house...Feeling emotionally drained, discouraged, and beaten from a recent job experience, taking

the live-in position at the New Hampshire resort for the summer sounded like the perfect idea.

Rebecca figured sheâ€™d be able to build up her savings, explore the local area, and bide her time

until graduate school started in the fall. She didnâ€™t count on the isolation, loneliness, and horror

that awaited her in the 200-hundred-year old farm house, however.Â For at least a month, before

the rest of the staff arrived, sheâ€™d be alone in the mountains without a single soul for miles. With

no telephone or form of communication with the outside world at night, she wasÂ understandably

nervous.Â But, as it turned out, Rebecca was NOT alone. Someone or something knew she was

there. It watched her, listened to her, and waited. Was it trying to run or off, or was it trying to make

her stay?What happened in the farm house? Was she losing her mind? Was something toying with

her? One thing was for sure: This was a job she would never forget!THE MAPLE HOUSE (originally

published under Jeanie Dyer)Â It was meant to be their dream home...it became a house of horror

and tragedy.Â It was the perfect placeâ€“Â the big house on the mountain with the beautiful porches,

soaring ceilings, and sweeping views of the surrounding countryside. It turned into a parent's worst

nightmare.Â For 2 years the Dyer family lived in a house of mysteries. Bewildering car trouble,

sudden medical problems, unexplained noises, ghostly music in the night, swarming insects, and

peculiar orbs were just the beginning and could all be rationally explained. When the Dyer's son is

attacked and the life of their youngest is taken, however, Jeanie starts to wonder if her family is

being targeted by something supernatural and sinister.In this short book based on a true story,



Jeanie narrates her family's time at the Maple House and the experiences that even a popular

paranormal television show wanted to document. They thought it would be their dream home...The

nightmares still plague the family today.
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I liked these books. I always wondered about ghostly things and was fascinated by the authors

experiences. As children, we are more sensative and of course any unusual things creeping about

in a house can make quite an impression. I've lived in some homes that made the small hairs on the

back of my head stand up. It is a good read and I enjoyed it.

I have read two of this trilogy and now reading The Maple House! Rebecca Patrick Howard is one of

my favorite writers!The first creepy and terrifying story is Four Months of Terror when she was 10

years old.The second frightening story is A Summer of Fear when she was I believe in her early

twenties.And the third story is The Maple House a fairly recent story and what I am reading now.All

three books are True and captivating stories!Her most recent book - From Welfare to Best Seller: A



True Story is sad, tragic, courageous, compassionate, motivating, and inspirational!Buying all three

books in this trilogy has built in savings for you!All of Rebecca's books come with my highest

recommendation!! A lot of her books have been off and on 's #1 Best Seller's list! She includes

some superb crisp and clear photographs from her camera in her books and links in the back of the

book which is very innovative.Thank you for sharing your wonderful stories[:)

These are the real life experiences of Rebecca from childhood to adulthood. The tales read as

honest and believable, which makes it, in my opinion, more terrifying. Truth is scarier than fiction,

and all of these are relatable in the fact that they aren't extraordinary like dolls coming to life or

heads spinning, where you can write it off as fiction and be comforted.

Great deal, excellent stories.

in reading her other books in the future. Now I live in Franklin Furnace Ohio and wonder if she has

any ghost/paranormal books/stories about this area.
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